ABSTRACT

A house is not only a result of psychologically and statically things, but also a process that continue to burgeon and relates to social economy mobilities of its occupant during a period of time. A house have many functions and all of its depends on the objectives going to be reached. A house as a human basic need not only functions as a place to take shelter but also as a place that giving opportunity to its occupant raising his economy. A house will always continue to develop and adapted to the context of its occupant activities. An effort being done in a house will influence to the changes of its both physically and nonphysically.

At first, household industries activities at Ngingas village done as a side job with an orientation to fulfill basic need. The job manage tradisionally and descently upon generation to generation. In a further development, household industries grows rapidly which consequence to an emerge to the changes on utilization patterns of house space and a shiftness to space function as a result of development of a Household Focused Business (UBR). This phenomenon also caused by simbiotic interaction between human and his built form. This interaction influenced more by social-economy aspect which space utilization worthwhile not only to the social-economic aspect but also the house physically.

The objectives of this research is knowing more about the shiftness happened to space utilization pattern of stay house as a result of household industries activities not only physically but also nonphysically. In a physical manner, the shiftness can be seen at utilization pattern of housing space. In a non physical manner, it can be seen at shiftness emerge as a result of house activities.

This research use an approach of case study with a kind of descriptive explorative research which it hopes able to explore and reveal changes in room utilization of stay house, shiftness in a room function, impacts that will emerge and house existence as an occupation as a result of Household Focused Business (UBR). The result expected can contribute to society, government, and architecture as science of houses associated to Household Focused Business (UBR) and various aspect of life of its occupant.
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